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Primary students (Years 3–6) engage in Visual Arts classes with a specialist teacher where they learn to recognise and appreciate Indigenous and world-renown artists and styles, and explore forms such as drawing, painting, sculpture and felt-making.

In our Senior School (Years 7–12) Visual Arts is part of the curriculum where the range extends to printmaking, watercolour, clay and pastel. Students’ cognitive appreciation of art is also challenged by learning to critically evaluate artworks and theories.

In Years 9 and 10, students may select Elective Visual Arts where they continue to explore various forms of art-making as well as developing critical and historical understandings of Art and its meanings within society and culture.

At the HSC level, students engage with new levels of inquiry and creativity, producing highly sophisticated works which reflect greater freedom in pursuing materials and subjects of personal interest. HSC students are guided and directed by our passionate and creative Visual Art teachers who inspire and instil in them a love and appreciation of Art and artistic expression.

This is reflected in our Visual Arts HSC results. Since our first Year 12 completed their HSC in 2004, Visual Arts students have consistently been nominated, and often selected, to exhibit their major works at the NSW Board of Studies showcase ArtExpress. Each year selected major works are chosen to exhibit at the popular local Express Yourself exhibition at the Manly Art Gallery. Students have also been selected for enrichment programs, as well as acceptance into competitive tertiary Art courses.